The Academic Council voted 30-19 against a proposal that would have restored the opportunity for even more exams. The result of this decision, reached during a closed meeting yesterday afternoon in the C.C.E., means a continuation of the current policy of the 8:30 a.m. Tuesday-Thursady exam period.

The Council rejected the proposal though the results of a Student Government survey, completed Sunday, show that over 53 percent of on-campus Notre Dame undergraduates favor night exams. This survey was submitted to the Council, and it included 2,137 participants.

"Students are almost evenly divided on preference between 8 a.m. and night exams," the survey concluded. "Therefore, if one is to be made, the norm, other options should be offered." However, the rejection of the proposal does not allow for the option of night exams.

The Academic Council had rejected a proposed extension of the current ten class day deadline for students who wish to take a pass-fail option. Instead of voting to extend the deadline to twenty class days, the Council voted to cut the deadline back to seven days. This will make the time available to take a pass-fail option conform to the ordinary add-drop period.

Elected alternates, the Council recommended, should be allowed to represent student and faculty members of the Academic Council at future meetings. The substitutes would have speaking privileges, but they would not be allowed to vote.

This recommendation needs ratification by the Board of Trustees before becoming effective. It is already the policy of the Academic Council that ex-officio members can be represented at meetings by their deputies.

The Academic Council also dropped the requirement for "good attendance" in the cases of inter-college transfers. "Approval of both deans" is now necessary. The accepting dean maintains discretion about which credits are acceptable toward the degree in the new college.

Monetary charges for credit hour overloads were officially eliminated by the Council. These charges were never imposed, but now approval of a student's dean in the criteria for permitting overloads. This resolution passed unanimously.

The present student leave of absence policy, scheduled for re-examination at yesterday's meeting, was reaffirmed by the Council. In a letter to University Provost Fr. George Duggan, Fr. Walter Michaeli, Notre Dame Registrar, had noted that "observations relative to this present policy have generally been favorable and supportive of its continuation."

South Quad Mass, picnic to honor Hesburgh's 25th

Student government will sponsor a Mass and campus barbecue on Thursday to celebrate the 25th anniversary of Fr. Theodore Hesburgh, University president.

Mass will begin at 5 p.m. in front of Fr. Sorin's statue on the quads extending in front of the Administration building. Music will be provided by the Notre Dame Glee Club and a folk group comprised of Patty Donatello, Ricky Flores, Mike Bruner, Clara Basile, Julie Thorson, Lisa Easley, Tom Minnich and Mike Ball. Hesburgh will be the celebrant.

Following Mass, a picnic dinner will be served on the south quad at 6 p.m. The menu will include barbecued chicken, potato salad, cole slaw, assorted appetizers. Notre Dame beer, beverages and live entertainment by the California Street Band will be tentatively planned.
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Moving companies reluctant

Summer storage hits snag

by Mike Shields

Staff Reporter

The completion of articles for summer storage will be held this year from Wednesday, May 11 through Saturday, May 14, and again from Tuesday, May 24 through Sunday, May 29. These are the only problem, according to Student Unions Services Commissioner Mike Shrager, is finding a company that will store Notre Dame students articles until classes resume in the fall.

Shrager said the moving companies which offer storage services are reluctant to do so because of the amount of complaints on the job because of a lack of warehouse space. He noted that most companies would have to rent storage facilities because of the awkward nature of the material. There were over two months of storage last summer, for example.

Shrager stressed that nego­

tiation with the companies are still going on, and a company will be found. He noted that this will depend on the company with which an agreement is reached. Students may have to insure their posses­

sions independently, he added.

"Last year's storage was run efficiently," Shrager said, "but a handful of students were upset with the results of the companies which said are now showing their effects. The Academic Council is putting pressure on the companies to come up with a company that would screen complaints from stu­

dents. The four-member board, consisting of Schlageter, its assist­

ant, and two others, would work with the companies to iron out difficulties.

Shrager would also like to see Student Unions representatives at the loading and delivery of articles. The companies have complained that they would end some of the confusion that some companies have already begun to work on.

Shrager asks that all articles be brought in on time and be taken to the right place. If students comply, it will prevent "a lot of hassle." He urged students to come in and organize a summer storage pro­

gram, because "we do represent the students," said Shrager.

Services to age

Church expands ministry

by Katie Kerwin

News Editor

Editor's note: This is the final article in a five-part series on the Church's ministry to the elderly. Yesterday's article explored the ministry of Harvest House in South Bend, which tries to serve the spiritual and psychological needs of elderly, which are often ignored by the service organizations that care for their physical and material needs. Today's article will con­

clude our series on the various movements within the Church for increased spiritual, political, educational and psycho­

logical development in ministry to the elderly.

"It is not enough to add new years to life; our objective is to add new life to those years," President John F. Kennedy once said.

South Quad Mass, picnic to honor Hesburgh's 25th

by Mark Ullery

Senior Staff Reporter

According to Dave Bender, stu­

dent body president, the celebra­

tion is giving students and staff members' contribution to the series of events honoring Hesburgh's anniversary.

Student Union representatives at
to extend the deadline to twenty
pass-fail option. Instead of voting
before becoming effective. It is
leges, but they would not be
at future meetings. The substi­
tute to represent student and faculty
recommended, should be allowed
that they enjoy the weather.

The U.S. Catholic Bishops pro­
claimed the right of the elderly to new life, just as to material survival, but to education, recrea­
tion, companionship, honest human contacts, and a spiritual and
comfort," in their statement a
year ago.

Many feel that while the Church has become increasingly active in providing the elderly with basic necessities such as food and housing, it has not been as success­
ful in meeting their spiritual needs. The irony lies in the neglect of the Church's essential mission—to see to the spiritual well-being of its members.

Attempts at better co-ordination of chaplaincy service have been the response of some church groups. Priests, deacons and lay people have agreed to bring religious services and sacra­ments to those in nursing homes and hospitals and to shut-ins.

Sensitivity to the elderly in the areas of counseling and liturgy planning are also important con­

siderations in Christianity. Liturgical changes, especially since Vatican II, can easily alienate older Church members accustomed to the traditional services.

Parishes must also make an effort to keep Church members active in liturgical life at all times, whether they are students or parents of students. Education plays an important role in local Church life, but the elderly should not be regarded as "theuseful" in activities once their participation in the educational system is ended.

Mayor Harry Schlageter of the Federal Council on Aging, distin­

guished among the other speakers calls the "young elderly" and the "frail elderly. We are finding a highly vulnerable group, usually over 75. The younger group consists of personnel who have been cared for by their families. The elderly need the support of the Church and make it more understandable.

Trials and locations for the picnic will be posted on both the bulletin board and the St. Mary's bulletin board at the Maryknoll office on Monday at the latest. The Society of the Cross, who is organizing a summer storage pro­

gram, because we do represent the students," said Shrager.
Church seeks new ministry
[continued from page 1]
Church-based assistance is the parish senior citizen club. Whether they're called VIP, Senior Citizens or Golden Ager Clubs, the common denominator is the fellowship and social activity of these groups offer. Cards, bingo, crafts, luncheons and occasional special services such as stuffing envelopes for parish mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social- isle by parish clubs provide fulfill a need of many elderly, but, in the view of many people, these groups are an inadequate response to the com-plex problems the elderly are facing. Politicians, who are trying to organize the elderly, sometimes with Church help, are not interested in the welfare of the elderly, according to some people. How many of these groups offer for parishes mailings are the standard club activities. The companionship and social-
Reverse discrimination case ‘won’t affect ND’

by Bob Madar
Staff Reporter

Editor’s Note: This is the final
segment in a two-part series on
the impact of the Bakke vs.
Board of Regents decision on affirmative
action programs. Today’s Installa-
tion focuses on the effect of the case
on Notre Dame.

While the outcome of the Bakke
case is of importance to those
employers with federal contracts
and to state administered schools,
Notre Dame officials are not con-
cerned with the outcome of the
case. Donald Kommers, director of
the Notre Dame Center for Civil
Rights, doesn’t believe the case
will affect Notre Dame.

Frosh Orientation events
tentatively scheduled

by John O’Donnell

Activities for next year’s fresh-
men orientation are currently being
planned by the Freshmen Orienta-
tion committee. Carey Ewing and
Nurse Bufalino, co-chairpersons of
the Freshmen Orientation com-
mittee, stressed the need for unity
and social interaction between the
diverse dorm and campus-wide
organizations.

Bufalino stated that activities
will begin Friday, August 25 and
Saturday August 26, with tours of
the campus. The committee re-
quests that every dorm provide two
people to conduct these tours. For
those freshmen who have arrived
an earlier date to take examina-
tion, the committee plans to run a
movie at Stepan Center on Friday
night.

With the majority of freshmen
arriving on Saturday, the commit-
tee plans to have signs posted for
directions to the various dorms.
Saturday night, Emil L. Hoffman,
Dean of the Freshman Year of
science said, “I have a conference
with the freshmen and their par-
ents.” Following this conference,
Bufalino stated there might be informal freshmen meetings within
the dorms.

Sunday begins with the World
Press定向 directed by Hoffman
ACC. Mass will be offered, and
the Mass schedule will be distributed
to the freshmen audience. Last year,
this program featured such speak-
ers as football coach Dan Devita
and Athletic Director “Mouse”
Krause. In addition, the marching
band played the fight song to
“honor the Mass.”

Bufalino suggested that a co-ed
picnic would be ideal for Sunday
afternoon. The committee plans to
consider Sunday with a picnic on
the main concourse of the
ACC. Other possible events for
freshmen include a small concert between Grace and
Flanner Halls Monday night. A
class concert in front of Howard Hall
is also being planned for Tuesday.
Also, according to Carey Ewing, these
events are “not definite, but very
tentative.”

Bufalino said that the events for
freshmen orientation are dif-
ficult to plan. “We don’t receive
much input from the freshmen,”
Bufalino remarked. “on whether
scheduled events are good or bad.

Next year, we shall try several new
activities. Not that the old things
were bad, but just that we feel
there is room for improvement.”

The ‘$100,000 Bar’

heist

BECKLEY, W. Va. (AP) — The
Candy Wrapper Gang was caught
in the act of stealing from the
Raleigh County National Bank.

Police officer Chuck Alexander
said he answered an alarm Sunday
and captured four boys ranging in
age from 7 to 13.

The loot, Alexander said, inclu-
ded pencils and candy from the
tellers’ windows. He said the floor
was littered with candy wrappers.
The boys were black and were
believed to be the children of
three women who had arrived
earlier at the bank, police said, but
had slipped out a side door of the
building.

The boys were charged with
unlawful entry and trespassing.
Alexander said. But he added the
gang was just “mischievous more
than anything.”

He also said bank security was
being investigated.

Sponsored by Student Govt and BCAC

SUNDAY
Prime Rib $1 off

MONDAY
Beef Brochette $3.95

TUESDAY
Gulf Fluider $4.25

WEDNESDAY
Marinated Boneless Leg of Lamb $4.95

THURSDAY
Prime Rib $1 off

The bakke decision and the legal profession

Last year when the California Supreme Court ruled the University of California at Davis practiced reverse discrimination by using SAT scores to admit minorities, a misconception was made.

They ignored the purpose of the policy. This is not reverse discrimination. It is not reverse segregation. The point is not to aid minorities, a mistake was made.

This is not reverse discrimination. It is to aid them. This is not reverse segregation. It is to erase the injustice that inevitably and unfortunately is inherent in our society.

The courts found that a black man and a white man—both with similar qualifications—under the auspices of Campus Admissions Tests (MCAT), would be offered the same opportunity to a white man, black man, would get a one-third of the chance to achieve equal representation. It is the hope that minorities who enter the learned professions will understand that the black students become so saturated in the learned professions.

Likewise in the state of Georgia, 70 percent of the black students were offered the same opportunity to a white man. Who only criticize the policy without support the injustice, don't see them on count them to make a commitment.

It is the hope that minorities who are brought into the professional schools can use their skills, and most importantly, their understanding about their people's condition to collectively improve their system. They will see that minorities will receive equal justice in our society.

It is usually those who feel ghastly the issues of race that are the guilty, who only criticize the policy without supporting alternatives. If they were to feel ghastly the issues of race, they would step forward and support the opportunities that are oppressed by the system which only need support, minority students in the Notre Dame community.

Significant factors—motivation, a social order of others, a compassion for clients—receive token consideration in the total picture. There are other quotas besides racial quotas in American universities. But democracy is not in question. But there are no demonstrations, no signs from any magazine in these practices. The reason: this is internal diversity.

Therefore, it is the right of the black students to select their own criteria. If they were to select their own criteria, the right of the black students to select their own criteria is enforced. And this is the same level of equality that is obtained in the United States and the West Coast as well as from the Midwest.

The Supreme Court is not God. They do make mistakes. In fact the American legal system has proven to be the greatest legal system to have protected the rights of students from other geographical areas. The point is to have a criteria that all students are treated by a representation which is legitimate.

We would like to thank all who contributed letters and columns to the editorial pages. You have contributed much to the exchange of ideas and information in the community. We are sorry that a portion of our mail was never received. We are unfortunately, limited by space and by the rapidity with which new issues arise and old issues fade away here. Thank you for taking the time to write nevertheless. We hope our readers will enjoy the summer as much as we intend to.
FR. TOOHEY

Regular accountability

What would such a model demand? To be willing to communicate fully with each other, and, most importantly, a great deal of willingness to confess and give oneself over to the powerlessness as inconsistent with the privileged possession of truth easily leads to an infuriating paternalism distressingly common in the university by persons of serving their constituency, but do so according to their personal judgement as to what is in the interest of fairness, some conscience must also be given to administration. Firms operating in an economy without also raising some basic questions about principles of operation, we'll end up with a sure-fire formula for disaster."

I was offered examples (the fertility of the SLC, the "Dandy affair," the handling of graduation; the indignation of rectors over RA salaries, the frustration of the Faculty Senate) that people see as indicative of a general trend: the misuse of power. There is a strong feeling that all mergers, the visits to the university should be concerned about, and discussing, this curiosity. The simplest of space suggest the wisdom of restricting oneself to a few primary examples that are at the top making decisions for the many at the bottom, without always consulting, or seeking consent, on those matters which affect the welfare or activities of the whole group.

In this model, those at the top will quite naturally consider themselves in a position of privilege according to their personal judgement as to what is in the interest of fairness, some conscience must also be given to administration. Firms operating in an economy without also raising some basic questions about principles of operation, we'll end up with a sure-fire formula for disaster."

I was offered examples (the fertility of the SLC, the "Dandy affair," the handling of graduation; the indignation of rectors over RA salaries, the frustration of the Faculty Senate) that people see as indicative of a general trend: the misuse of power. There is a strong feeling that all mergers, the visits to the university should be concerned about, and discussing, this curiosity. The simplest of space suggest the wisdom of restricting oneself to a few primary examples that are at the top making decisions for the many at the bottom, without always consulting, or seeking consent, on those matters which affect the welfare or activities of the whole group.

In this model, those at the top will quite naturally consider themselves in a position of privilege according to their personal judgement as to what is in the interest of fairness, some conscience must also be given to administration. Firms operating in an economy without also raising some basic questions about principles of operation, we'll end up with a sure-fire formula for disaster."

I was offered examples (the fertility of the SLC, the "Dandy affair," the handling of graduation; the indignation of rectors over RA salaries, the frustration of the Faculty Senate) that people see as indicative of a general trend: the misuse of power. There is a strong feeling that all mergers, the visits to the university should be concerned about, and discussing, this curiosity. The simplest of space suggest the wisdom of restricting oneself to a few primary examples that are at the top making decisions for the many at the bottom, without always consulting, or seeking consent, on those matters which affect the welfare or activities of the whole group.

In this model, those at the top will quite naturally consider themselves in a position of privilege according to their personal judgement as to what is in the interest of fairness, some conscience must also be given to administration. Firms operating in an economy without also raising some basic questions about principles of operation, we'll end up with a sure-fire formula for disaster."

I was offered examples (the fertility of the SLC, the "Dandy affair," the handling of graduation; the indignation of rectors over RA salaries, the frustration of the Faculty Senate) that people see as indicative of a general trend: the misuse of power. There is a strong feeling that all mergers, the visits to the university should be concerned about, and discussing, this curiosity. The simplest of space suggest the wisdom of restricting oneself to a few primary examples that are at the top making decisions for the many at the bottom, without always consulting, or seeking consent, on those matters which affect the welfare or activities of the whole group.

In this model, those at the top will quite naturally consider themselves in a position of privilege according to their personal judgement as to what is in the interest of fairness, some conscience must also be given to administration. Firms operating in an economy without also raising some basic questions about principles of operation, we'll end up with a sure-fire formula for disaster."

I was offered examples (the fertility of the SLC, the "Dandy affair," the handling of graduation; the indignation of rectors over RA salaries, the frustration of the Faculty Senate) that people see as indicative of a general trend: the misuse of power. There is a strong feeling that all mergers, the visits to the university should be concerned about, and discussing, this curiosity. The simplest of space suggest the wisdom of restricting oneself to a few primary examples that are at the top making decisions for the many at the bottom, without always consulting, or seeking consent, on those matters which affect the welfare or activities of the whole group.
Your next child could cost $64,000

WASHINGTON (AP) — Raising a child, including education at a private supported school, costs a typical middle-income family about $64,000, a new study discloses.

A low-income family can raise a child a bit cheaper—only $44,000 on the average, said Thomas J. Espenshade, associate professor of Economics at Florida State University.

The cost of raising a child could be even more if the child is the first of the family. Espenshade said the eldest child in the family tends to cost roughly twice as much to raise as the second child. The second and third child in a three-child family are about equally expensive, he said.

The first child is more expensive because parents may buy a larger house. They also buy nursery equipment, toys, furniture and clothes that are used by succeeding children.

Espenshade's findings, released yesterday, are contained in a report for the Population Reference Bureau, Inc., of Washington, D.C.

Using data from the Department of Agriculture and 1977 prices, he found it would cost a typical middle-income family about $53,600 to raise a child to age 18. Of that amount, 22.3 percent would go for housing, 24.3 percent for food, 16.1 percent for transportation, 9.5 percent for clothing, 5.3 percent for medical expenses, 5.5 percent for education, and 11 percent for other expenses.

According to CDC intern Joyce O'Neil, "There are lots of opportunities for jobs after graduation. The job search process and interviewing are a critical part of this phase of life. It is important for students to develop a sense of continued participation in community affairs.

The NCCC's new Parish Outreach project is one result of this policy. Parish Outreach views the Catholic parish structure as a logical approach to organization on a neighborhood basis, with established lines of communication to other parishes in the network.

Outreach programs already existed in some dioceses when NCCC's project was initiated six months ago with a $150,000 grant from the Lilly Endowment.

The Campaign for Human Development, the annual national fund-raising drive for projects aimed at eliminating the causes of poverty, gives money to at least 13 different senior citizen action projects.

Not everyone is so enthusiastic about political organization of the elderly. Some Catholic charities object on the grounds that there is a danger of politicians manipulating senior citizen groups for their own benefit.

Education is another means of increasing sensitivity to the needs and problems of the elderly and improving attitudes on aging. Many social service centers offer alcohol and smoking cessation programs to society, but also assists them in developing a sense of continued development.

What they are looking for in today's job market. The job search process will focus on students from all fields and especially liberal arts majors.

The program itself will feature a discussion of the mutual as well as a talk by CDC Director Karen O'Neil. She said her primary objective will be to assure students that there is no need to be worried for there is still plenty of time to decide on a career.

"I think this meeting will be highly beneficial for the seniors to help them avoid senior panic," states O'Neil. "There are lots of opportunities open to them.

---

Elderly served
Church broadens ministry

[continued from page 2]

employment discrimination, eye glasses and drugs. Church news money was used to help start a federation of senior citizen clubs in Minneapolis-St. Paul. And Catholic charity officials in Chicago helped organize two actions-oriented Great Lakes Senior Citizen Conferences and now envision a national network for aging activities.

Senior citizens organized by Catholic Charities in the Chicago archdiocese are responsible for helping to obtain tax breaks for the elderly and for arranging discounts at area stores, according to Fr. Roger Coughlin, associate director of Chicago Catholic Charities.

Working from a base of 240 senior clubs, representing more than half the parishes in the nation's largest Catholic diocese, Coughlin encourages senior coalitions on local, state and national levels. He describes the role of the Church as helping the elderly to help themselves.
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Lawn concert
Tonight at 6 p.m., the Notre Dame Law School will hold an informal concert on the lawn between the Law School and the Administration building, weather permitting.
There will be a feature of festive, light classical, and show tunes. The time for the concert will be Thursday, May 6.

D.C. meeting
The ND-SMC Washington D.C. club will hold an organizational meeting tomorrow at 6:30 p.m. in the D.C. meeting room. All Notre Dame and St. Mary's students who live in the D.C. area and Notre Dame students are invited to attend.

Major alumni gift helps law school
In a Law Day announcement, University President Fr. Theodore Hesburgh revealed that a major gift from a St. Louis alumnus will help law school.

New order of gifts
The Knights of Columbus will install their new leaders tomorrow at 10 a.m. in the Office of the President.

N. K. of C officers
The Knights of Columbus will install their new leaders tomorrow at 10 a.m. in the Office of the President.

Gifts to a St. Louis alumnus
David B. Pontiff, president of the St. Louis commercial and industrial real estate development firm, said that his wife's 1937 alumnus of Notre Dame, said that he had been given the "leadership of Father Hesburgh and Notre Dame since he is the oldest under Catholic University President Fr. Theodore Hesburgh revealed that a major gift from a St. Louis alumnus on pastoral planning will join the group for the 1977-78 academic year are now open to all students.

Summer programs
Two summer programs sponsored by the Rome Program will be held in Rome next year. The Mass "to the Elderly as Advocates" workshop. The workshop is part of a research program conducted by the Library Travel Management Program.

Campus Briefs

Shuffling off to Buffalo?
The Buffalos will sponsor a baggage inspection for students whose items shipped. Loading will take place on Saturday, May 14 from 12 to 6 p.m., and Sunday, May 15. At the same time at the bookstore parking lot. Prices for shipping vary according to the size of the articles. Members of the Buffalos Club will receive a ten percent discount.

Baggage will be unloaded at the Ball Park. Apartment parking near Howard Johnson's on Tuesday, May 17 from 12 to 2 p.m. For more information, contact Dave at 277-1040 or Bill at 1765.

Plan tomorrow's church

A five-day introductory workshop, "Planning Tomorrow's Church: People and Process," has been announced by the Center for Continuing Education at Notre Dame.

The two authors on pastoral planning will join the group for the 1977-78 academic year are now open to all students.

The workshop is part of a research program conducted by the Library Travel Management Program.

Panthers lecture
Maggie Kahn, national convener of the National Grey Panthers, will be the keynote speaker at the Notre Dame Memorial Library auditorium today at 4:30 p.m. Kahn is known for her strong and outspoken positions regarding problems of the elderly. Kahn will discuss "The Elderly as Advocates for Change in Our Society.

NTYTPS (NEW AND OLD) IMPORTANT MEETING
Meet in the USF Union, 7th floor, at 3 p.m. tomorrow. Sign up for the trip to the East Coast. May 23 to 28. Information and tickets for a "happy trip to the East Coast" are now available. Please contact the Travel Department at 7096.

The deadline for submitting applications for the trip to the East Coast is May 17. Applications and forms are available in the Student Government Office.

Happy Birthday, Brian
Happy Birthday, Brian. Remember the cake. Happy Birthday anyway. If you stayed in your room, at least you might have been able to wish you a happy birthday. Gary.
The Irish diamond men grab six straight

by Frank LaGrotta

Sports Writer

The 1977 baseball season is practically over and it appears that the Notre Dame nine will conclude their campaign with a strong finish.

The Irish have apparently found the secret to their recent hitting and fielding as they have registered wins in their last six outings.

Notre Dame began their winning streak last Tuesday at Ball State with a twin-bill sweep of the Cardinals. Pete Zebold registered his first win in an Irish uniform in the opening contest, the first contest, 5-3. Tim Pollack snatched a two-run homer in the seventh inning to hand the Irish a 7-5 victory.

Karpowicz tallied the win in the late contest. It was his first win of the 1977 season.

The Irish maintained their momentum over the weekend to grab four wins from four Cincinnati schools. In the Friday contest, Leadley limited the Bearcats of Cincinnati University to one run and only six hits as both hurlers notched complete-game victories.

The Irish won the second game of the doubleheader, 4-3, in the 13th inning, as Leadley walked the winning batter with two out in the 13th inning to win his second straight decision.

The weekend was the season by allowing Cincinnati only five hits in two straight complete games, but as expected, the Bearcats' seven-inning appearance, Mike Goard, returned to的独特ness, and he notched his fourth as he tripled in three runs to lift the Irish to a 5-1 win in the opener. Fellow punter another three-bagger in the second, but his plate miscues were overshadowed by the nearly perfect pitching performance of the Irish.

The strong junior entered the contest with an 8-3 record on the season and a 1.618 ERA, but he did not allow the Bearcats a hit for six and two-thirds innings, before he walked a pinch hitter. The Irish then played defense, which was bettered by Pat Watters who singed to catch two out in the seventh. Lealby fanned two batters and threw only 79 pitches in the 5-0 Irish win.

The Irish relied on late-inning heroics in defeat Xavier last Saturday, 5-4. Down 1-2 in the final contest, Notre Dame rallied for a pair of runs in the seventh and one in the eighth to claim the victory.

Starting pitcher, Ed Healy, notched a homer in the seventh while Frank Flaschel and Mike Gallenbeck notched for back-to-back doubles to knot the game. Flaschel then went for the game winner one inning later on a line drive to center. Tim Hanrich picked up the win in relief.

The second game of the series, junior southpaw Don Wolfe turned in a 5-3 Notre Dame victory. He struck out nine and did not walk a batter in recording his third win of the year.

"Obviously, I'm very pleased with our team's performance," Irish baseball mentor, Tom Kelly continued. "Especially against the competition we've been facing. We've started to put things together now. We've had good pitching and good support in the field. I think people are starting to see the team that I want to build our offensive line up.

"We were inexperienced last year and early this fall,” Kelly continued. "We played a lot of young players. Now we're starting to develop an experienced starting lineup."

The Irish main goal of the day was to pry the right combination of pitching, defense and good support in the field... one helps the other."}
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